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Disclaimer about the co-authored
All the listed research works, exhibitions, publications are co-authored by Prof. Laurent Gutierrez and Dr. Valerie Portefaix
The signature used for their collaboration appears under the name of MAP Office as an artist signature used by the duo since 1996.
Since, all the research undertaken by MAP Office is developed in a full collaborative way, the differentiation of tasks is no longer possible, nor the
leadership on the research and its development.
MAP Office is not a design company/agency, it is a multidisciplinary platform (no official registration) devised by Prof. Laurent Gutierrez and Dr.
Valérie Portefaix
Dr. Valérie Portefaix is an Adjunct Associate Professor in Architecture at The Hong Kong University.
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Title: Hong Kong Is Land
Descriptor
This research commissioned by the Museum of Modern Art in New York was intending to address global trends of
asymmetric and large metropolis urbanisation to comes in the next 30 years. The research focus on Hong Kong high
density of living and its possible further development in the future. The specificity of the city/territory in being a fluid
territory composed of 50% of water together with its over 250 islands offers a very specific angle and direct the
solutions to host another five million inhabitants.
The originality of the research consist on addressing the future of Hong Kong by defining a fictional territory including
eight new islands.
The significance of the research exist within the issues addressed by the 8 islands scenario and focusing on
essential topics for the urban development including issues about land, food, resources, fears, values, culture and
memories. The scenario address much complex issues such as the development of “seaweed food economy”,
“dead-tech”, “new social contract for public spaces” among many others.
The research project and the output is developing ideas of economies and ecologies within an Anthropocenic sets of
reference staged multiple communities and their tactical perspective to becomes the main driver of a new discipline
for “planetary design” by “social imagineer”.
The rigour of this project resides in its continuity with all the previous research on Hong Kong urban territories
developed over the years by the PI. The inclusion of a social spectrum of Hong Kong society, from youngsters to
elderly including the multiple communities needs or aspirations such as the foreign domestic helper for instance.
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The body of work consists of the following output

The main output consisted in eight large drawings and four videos reconstructing a large fictional map of Hong Kong.
The map adds eight new islands addressing the main issues of Hong Kong past, present and future development.
Issues about land, food, resources, fears, values, culture and memory are among the focus develop by the scenarios.
In addition to the map, 4 videos are complementing the scenario by referencing to the existing contexts, materialities,
communities in which the scenario takes place.
* A set of 8 original drawings forming an futuristic map of Hong Kong territories. each drawing addresses issues and
propose narrative based on hypothesis.
* 4 videos HD video, colour with music. 4 to 5:00 minutes each.
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Research Questions
The research sets out to:

1.) How will Hong Kong develop in the next 30 years ?
Hong Kong will continue to grow and aged at the same time. The territory
will transform to accommodate new forms of living - including social,
economic and political shift.
2.) How to exploit the relationship between land and water ?
Hong Kong will become a laboratory for new modes of producing and
consuming - including amphibian life and new nutrition, for example
seaweed.
3.) What is the solution to avoid major social and economical
catastrophes in the world biggest density ?
Left-over spaces will be occupied and become the support for new
communities to develop their own economies and forms of entertainment.

Hong Kong Is Land
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Research methods

Tactical Urbanism, are urban interventions by which architects, designers, and artists conflate bottom-up and top-down
approaches to city design, as a substitute for previously centralised, state-driven forms of planning and centralised forms of
urbanism.

ALL OF THE TOPICS ABOVE FORM A COLLECTION FOR SHAPING HONG KONG’S FUTURE LIVING.
• SHARED RESOURCES NEW CURRENCIES
• TEMPORAL DENSITIES
• NEW SYSTEMS OF EXCHANGE NEW VALUES
• NEW CITIZENSHIPS
• NEW SOCIAL CONTRACTS
• RENEWABLE ENERGIES
• MEMORY SHARING
• NEW RELATION TO TERRITORY
• NEW HABITAT
• NEW FORM OF PROPERTIES NEW FOOD
• MOBILE
• ARCHITECTURE
• NEW ECONOMIES
• NEW FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT
• NEW ECOLOGIES
MAP Office
Research Project, Hong Kong Is Land
MoMA, New York, 2014
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Research strategy

HONG KONG IS LAND

8 CONTEXTS
8 COMMUNITIES
8 TACTICS
Hong Kong Is Land
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Research Materials

MOMA, Hong Kong is Land in “Uneven Growth,” curated by Pedro Gadanho, New York, USA, Cat.
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Research Materials

Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai, 2016
Curated by Amy Cheng, Hsieh Feng-Rong

Hong Kong Is Land

2015 SHENZHEN & HONG KONG BI-CITY BIENNALE OF
URBANISM / ARCHITECTURE –
Hong Kong is Land - installation
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Research Materials

TIN SHEDS GALLERY, Hong Kong is Land in Urban Islands curated by Tom Rivard, Sydney, Australia

Hong Kong Is Land

Japanese Pavilion of Venice Architectural Biennale 2018
Installation
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Uneven Growth, Tactical Urbanisms for
Expanding Megacities, The Museum of Modern
Art, New York, USA, by Gutierrez L, Portefaix V.,
November 22, 2014 to May 10, 2015 (Exhibition,
Catalogue)

Hong Kong Is Land

16th Architecture Venice Biennale, " Hong Kong
is Land " in Architectural Ethnography: Portraits
on Livelihood curated by Momoyo Kaijima with
Laurent Stalder and Yu Iseki, Japan Pavilion,
Giardini, Venice, Italy, by Gutierrez L, Portefaix
V., May 26th - November 25th, 2018, (Exhibition,
Catalogue)

MAK – Museum Fur Angewandte Kunst, Vienna
Biennale, “Uneven Growth,”
curated by Pedro Gadanho, Vienna, Austria, Cat.
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The expansion of one of the most dense metropolises in the world
is directly linked to its history of land supply and colonial status.
Hong Kong is lacking in buildable land and this condition has
consistently influenced its main characteristics. A search for new
land by whatever means has driven both the past, present and the
future urbanisation of the territory. New geographies, territorial
strategies, political relationships, economic projections, and forms of
ecological protection, all emerge from sequential and continuing
assessments of whether Hong Kong’s land can be urbanised.
THE ISLAND OF LAND
The Island of Land is a mobile territory on the quest for new regions. Set as
an in-between territory, both ephemeral and permanent, it is a land of
empty shells shining in the sun. A traditional oyster-farming village, Lau Fau
Shan has through the twentieth century stretched out its limits into Deep
Bay, slowly reducing the gap between Shenzhen and Hong Kong. Escaping
the urban zone of the territories, children have made this island a new
playground. They transformed tools into toys and routine into an amusing
ritual. By throwing oyster shells in the water, they have gradually built a new
land while playing. A landscape of delinquency where humidity reaches the
climax of mugginess, this new territory stands alone in its tentativeness to
imagine a political and geographical issue to the liquid border separating
Hong Kong and the Mainland China.

Hong Kong Is Land
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Prior to its status as a global city, Hong Kong had been a territory of
subsistence. The food diversity of its coastline - between land and water
and those associated food webs, has allowed generations to settle and
communities to expand. Enriched by rich deposits from the nearby
Guangdong mountains, the rich alluvial soil and mud has been very fertile.
Following the food chain, algae have expanded and served as a main food
source for the early Neolithic settlements.
THE ISLAND OF SEA
Water is an essential source of life and its access is a basic human right. The
Island of Sea is a living organism in need of merging an aqua-structure with a
fishing community. Made of Asian vernacular architecture layered together, the
organization of the floating village is directly inspired by the condition of its liquid
environment. Here the economy of the survival is in water. The sea has replaced
the land to feed the community. Each house encloses water in numerous ways.
Ready to be relocated and deployed, this mode of aquaculture offers the
possibility of a new economy and food production. Directly set under the house or
on its sides, seaweed and fish form the fields the polluted land has lost. In that
sense, they propose a new sustainable way of living for an ecologically
precarious future.

Hong Kong Is Land
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It is crucial to include street functionalities in measurements of urban
dynamics. Hong Kong’s glossy image, with numerous flashing neon signs,
advertising global brands, has left very little room for social occupation
beyond shopping activities. Nevertheless, a tiny passage in between two
high-rise buildings functions as a hidden service area used for social
expression. The “back alley” as a street with no-name exists as a space
for tolerance and freedom, ready for a new social contract.
THE ISLAND OF SELF
The Island of the Self is a floating territory made of an intricate assemblage of
alleys in the form of a maze. Constructed as a supertanker, it is floating along
the invisible borderline to the south of Hong Kong, a no man’s zone where illegal
consumption is authorized. With tanks shaped in the form of buildings, the island
is made of an infinite network of pipes, wires and gutters, serving as the main
organs feeding an intoxicated population. Dark and wet, the labyrinth offers the
secretive feast of drugs, adventure and sex. Here, passengers can experience a
disconnected moment of time as the ship epitomizes the pleasure of being at the
mercy of the sea. It is also a comprehensive stage for a life drama rehearsal of
the youth.

Hong Kong Is Land
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Capitalism and cities have always developed in parallel. Hong Kong as
an epicentre of the global economy established itself as an important
trade market supported by the growth of its shipping industry. Economics
and the management of resources have largely shaped the physical and
social infrastructure of this liquid territory, where the division of labour and
wealth creates an extreme difference between the rich ultra-minority and
everyone else. Located at the centre of Hong Kong Island, the Central
Business District plays a major role in this scenography.
THE ISLAND OF RESOURCES
The Island of Resources relies on the strong networking capability of the Filipino
community outside its original country. Though the collection and distribution of
basic resources, the island is a key element to assist and comfort zones of
emergencies. Inspired by the form of a trading pit, it is an organic geometric
structure suggesting a multifaceted intricacy between inside and outside,
surface and volumes. At the centre is a crater, a dense place sheltering the most
precious resources, defending its coveted treasure like a giant safe. Located in
the heart of Victoria Harbour, the floating island establishes a new form of trade
with commodities and goods of all kind to constitute a share of a new global
economy of emergency.

Hong Kong Is Land
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In Hong Kong, informal urbanism has found multiple forms of
expression. One of these is the vertical expansion and occupation of
rooftops by constructing illegal structures. Continuing the tradition of
the 1960’s appropriation of public estate rooftops for educational or
other social activities, individuals started to colonise those spaces very
early on, providing a distinct shape to the urban landscape. In relation
to this informal/illegal occupation, this form of expansion/isolation can
serve as a paradigm for the urbanist’s unachieved dream of the
“Metropolis”.
THE ISLANDS OF POSSIBLE ESCAPE
An archipelago made of hundreds of rock mountains composes The Islands of
Possible Escape. Detached from the active world, these inhabited islands
constitute hope for a possible recovery and reconstruction. Each stages
artificial nature in a perfect setting in which humans and animals are living in
perfect self-sufficiency. New organizations and new horizons of a personal
universe are considered to miniaturize a new form of subsistence. Far enough
from each other, they deny any sense of neighbourhood or community. The
fascinating aspect of this voluntary isolation – not to say quarantine – is that it
transforms an idyllic landscape into a theatre of permanent fear. The
representation of a potential conflict, in the form of a virus or other formal
attack, is performed across the boldness of each plateau and their singular
relationship to the sky. The islands are set as the antechambers of
anticipation of something, somewhere, about to happen. Here time offers the
new stability, first with a possibility to escape the anxiety and uncertainty of
things to come.

Hong Kong Is Land
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We measure a civilisation based on the quantity and quality of detritus it
generates. In Hong Kong, as in many global urban spaces, the amount
of trash produced per day and per individual is not sustainable. In
relation to the question of trash is the question of value. Functional,
exchange, symbolic and sign value allows a way to fully embrace the
question of ecology as a way to construct knowledge about the urban
community.
THE ISLAND OF SURPLUS
The Island of Surplus in Junk Bay is an unstable archipelago made of a
complex accumulation and compression of various types of trashed material.
Fragments of trash collide in an entropically generated landscape – an
archipelago for multiple points of view and interpretation. Abandoned detritus
shaped by years of accretion process resemble prehistoric vestiges of an
ignorant civilization. Yet it is also one of the most visited parts of Victoria
Harbour with its unique silhouettes reminiscent of Ha Long Bay. A former
luxuriant economy, with hundreds of boats handling the recycle of material, it
now managed by one single family where the rare everyday debris are
converging. Appropriating those islands, it transforms them into fantastic
laboratories for the manipulation of geology and geography. While the grid
structure holds the ephemeral constructions, the accumulation process opens
the possibilities of an unlimited number of levels. Metal, plastic or papers are
arranged with the same compact rational and relocated to the top of the island
with a single rotating crane. Trapping humidity and dirt, the new sediments
have quickly become a fertile terrain for various species mosses and plants,
suggesting a new ecology of hope and life in a once heavily polluted territory.

Hong Kong Is Land
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The distance between the natural setting and the urban context is
often set without a clear limit. In the case of Hong Kong, this threshold
is very abrupt and shifts from one condition to another with no
transition. With seventy-five percent of the territory
remaining unbuilt and protected on the one side, and the highest
density on the other, the city experiences pressure from both
directions. The protection of the countryside and natural parks is a
priority for the young generation who identify this space as one of the
biggest public space “commons”.
THE ISLAND OF ENDEMIC SPECIES
The conservation of biodiversity, the defence of endemic species, and the
control of leisure activities are directing the protection of the island. The
Island of Endemic Species is a small ribbon of untouched land, yet it offers
the possibility to build a new ecosystem based on the migratory traffic of
plants and birds. With its limitless biological complexity, it is a jungle for those
willing to experiment with new variety of living organisms. The separation of a
territory from its population results in a new regulation of the ecology of life.

Hong Kong Is Land
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The hillsides of Hong Kong are not built with high-rise buildings but
instead with a myriad of spaces for individuals to rest forever. The
issue of cemeteries as conceived in the European metropolis at
the end of the 19th century does not match with Hong Kong’s
density. The necessity to re-invent our relation to death and the
traces of the dead in the material world is expanding today into an
evaluation of digital life.
THE ISLAND OF MEMORIES
Islands are laboratories for building new societies but also for preserving
old ones. They are sometimes more intense and loaded than urban
contexts. Mountains often embed the force and spirit of their initial
formation, still visible in their peaks. They are the perfect location to find a
deeper meaning to human life, they are often sacred, and full of
superstitious beliefs. The Island of Memories is shaped by our stories and
serves as a continuous collector of our digital data, - images, texts,
passwords, etc. One life’s is compressed in a memory chip and is added
to the top of the mountain. Adding one element after the other, an archive
is achieved through the construction of a sensible portrait of a society in
its complex sociological, political and psychological interpretations. The
accumulation of evidence, the stories of one’s life are methodically kept in
the infrastructure of the landscape, projecting oneself into the scene. This
is the collective memory of a world in search for a peaceful sanctuary.

Hong Kong Is Land
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THE ISLAND OF LAND (video still)

VIDEO WORK

THE ISLAND OF LAND - https://vimeo.com/111374491
THE ISLAND OF THE SELF - https://vimeo.com/111330194
THE ISLAND OF SURPLUS - https://vimeo.com/111379640
THE ISLAND OF MEMORIES - https://vimeo.com/111332087
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Dissemination and distribution of outcomes
Exhibited (12 Exhibitions, 4 Biennales)

2016

Year

Desert Islands: An Atlas of Archipelagic Laboratories, Journal: New Geographies 08, Published by
Harvard University, Graduate School of Design, 2016, pp 63 to 70, by Gutierrez L, Portefaix V, (Journal
Article)
Exhibition

2014

•
•

MOMA, “Uneven Growth,” curated by Pedro Gadanho, New York, USA, Cat.
PARA/SITE ART SPACE, The Islands Off the shore of Asia,
curated by Cosmin Costinas and Inti Guerrero, Hong Kong

2015

•

HANART TZ GALLERY, " Grids and Stones : Landscape as Cultural Self-portrait "
curated by Peter Nelson, Hong Kong
VENICE BIENNALE, " Meeting Point " curated by Mara Sartore, Satellite event,
Navy Officer’s Club, Arsenale, Venice,Italy,
MAK – Museum Fur Angewandte Kunst, Vienna Biennale, “Uneven Growth,”
curated by Pedro Gadanho, Vienna, Austria, Cat.
2015 SHENZHEN & HONG KONG BI-CITY BIENNALE OF URBANISM / ARCHITECTURE –
Hong Kong is Land, curated by Doreen Heng Liu, Shekou, Shenzhen, China, Cat.

•
•
•

2016

•
•
•

4th LISBON ARCHITECTURE TRIENNALE, The Form of Form curated by FIG, Lisbon Portugal
TIN SHEDS GALLERY, Urban Islands curated by Tom Rivard, Sydney, Australia
ROCKBUND ART MUSEUM, Tell Me A Story: Locality and Narrative
curated by Amy Cheng, Hsieh Fong-Rong, Shanghai, China

2017

•

HONG KONG ARTS CENTRE (HKAC) - Mekong - New Mythologies - Curated by MAP Office, Hong Kong

2018

•

16th ARCHITECTURE VENICE BIENNALE, " Hong Kong is Land "
curated by Momoyo Kaijima, Japan Pavilion, Giardini, Venice, Italy, Cat. (Forthcoming May)
FONDAZIONE SANDRETTA REBAUDENGO Tell Me A Story: Locality and Narrative
curated by Amy Cheng, Hsieh Fong-Rong, Torino, Italy

•

Hong Kong Is Land
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Dissemination and distribution of outcomes
Exhibited (7 Publications)

Year

Publication

2014

•

SAN ROCCO – Hong Kong is Land, Issue 10, Winter 2014, English, pp 156-165

2015

•

L’ARCHITECTURE D’AUJOURD’HUI– Hong Kong is Land, Issue 406, May 2015,
French-English, pp 104-107
AV PROYECTOS – MoMA: Uneven Growth, Vol. 067,Spanish-English, pp 05-07

•

2016

•
•
•

2017

Hong Kong Is Land

•

JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION – Design as Scholarship, Vol. 70, Issue 1,
March 2016, English, pp 64-65
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE KOREA – Hong Kong Is Land, Vol. 336, Korean, pp 132-133
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FRONTIERS – Hong Kong Is Land, Vol. 4, Issue 2. 020,
English-Chinese, pp 139-147
ARCHITECTURE CREE – L’impossibilité d’une seule Ile, Nb. 380, Feb - March 2017,
French, pp 38-45
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Dissemination and distribution of outcomes

Online Publication
http://socks-studio.com/2015/02/04/map-office-hong-kong-is-land-2014/
http://ds7.osa.digital/index.php/2018/03/04/nice-drawing-precedent-hong-kong-is-land-2014-by-map-office/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/340162578097764747/
http://www.randian-online.com/np_event/rockbund-art-museum-presents-its-latest-group-exhibition-tell-me-a-story-locality-and-narrative/
https://www.metalocus.es/en/news/uneven-growth-tactical-urbanisms-expanding
https://www.architectural-review.com/rethink/reviews/uneven-growth-tactical-urbanism-for-expanding-megacities/8680793.article
http://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/arts-music/article/2092700/river-runs-through-it-hong-kong-exhibition-looks
https://landscapetheory1.wordpress.com/author/victortenez/page/5/
http://artasiapacific.com/Magazine/WebExclusives/MekongNewMythologies
https://19nccpc.hk01.com/articles/92077
https://www.iconeye.com/opinion/review/item/11621-uneven-growth
http://www.architectmagazine.com/design/culture/moma-goes-tactical-with-uneven-growth-tactical-urbanisms-for-expanding-megacities_o
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